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In this paper we prove the uniform L P boundedness of oscillatory singular 
integral operators with smooth phase functions which satisfy a certain finite-type 
condition, These phase functions include the class of real-analytic functions. The 
uniform boundedness does not hold if the tinite-type condition is removed. We 
also obtained estimates for related operators, including an optimal L’ estimate 
for operators (with singular kernels) whose phase functions have non-singular 
Hessians. SC 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we prove some Lp estimates for oscillatory integral 
operators with general C 1. phase functions, including the (uniform) L.” 
boundedness of oscillatory singular integral operators with smooth phase 
functions whose Hessians have very weak non-degeneracy. These results, in 
the case in which the phase functions are bilinear forms, or more generally, 
polynomials, have been known for some time. 
The operators we study here are of the form 
where the phase function @ is smooth, 1 is real, cp E C,‘-( R" x R"), and K 
is some distribution which is smooth away from the origin, and 
homogeneous of certain degree. These operators have arisen in the study of 
singular integrals supported on lower dimensional varieties, and the 
singular Radon transform. There has been a considerable amount of 
research in this area recently. 
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The operators with bilinear phase functions were considered by Phong 
and Stein in [7]. Let B be e real bilinear form in x and J; and assume that 
K is homogeneous of degree -p; define the operator 
T:f -s,. eicB.‘,“)K(x - y) f(y) dy. (1.2) 
After resealing one can see clearly that (1.2) is a special case of (l.l), 
where the phase function @(x, y) = (B-x, u). Note that when p = n, the 
function K is homogeneous of the critical degree. On the basis of the theory 
of singular integral operators and using the decay which comes from the 
oscillatory factor, Phong and Stein proved that, if K is a Calderon- 
Zygmund kernel, the operator T is bounded on L2 (also on Lp, for 
1 < p < m). Noting that the cancellation property of the Calderon- 
Zygmund kernel is used only near the origin, it is not surprising that this 
cancellation condition may no longer be necessary if p < n. But at the same 
time the kernel is worse at infinity, so the oscillatory factor becomes more 
important. Phong and Stein showed that, if p + rank(B) > n, the operator 
T is bounded on L2. 
The argument breaks down in the critical case where p+ rank(B) = n. In 
one of the extreme cases when rank(B) = 0 (B = 0), p = n, we see that we 
need in addition the cancellation property of K for T to be bounded on L2. 
On the other hand, when p = 0, rank(B) = n (i.e., B is non-singular), it was 
proved in [7] that T is bounded on L* to itself, without any assumption 
of cancellation. Note that the Fourier transform belongs to this class of 
operators. The case 0 < rank(B) < n, p = n - rank(B) has been settled 
recently by the author in [S]. 
The problem becomes more complicated when the phase functions are 
allowed to be general smooth functions. Starting with the L’ theory, we 
assume that for some k, 
>k (1.3) 
at every point in supp(cp), and p > n - k, we prove the following estimate 
for Tn in (1.1): 
THEOREM 1. Suppose K, cp, @, and T, are given as above; we have 
II TII ~2 
_ L2 < CA - (n - P v2 
ifp cn. 
This says that the result by Phong and Stein in the case p >n- k is 
still true for general phase functions. However, as in the bilinear case, 
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the difficult part is the critical case; p =n - k, where the problem is to 
determine when we have the uniform estimate 
(1.4) 
The main part of this paper is dedicated to a discussion of this problem 
in the following cases: (i) k=O (p=n) and (ii) k=n (p=O). 
First we look at the case k =O, p = n. Now the rank condition (1.3) is 
fulfilled by every phase function, and K is homogeneous of degree -n. 
What interests us is the uniform boundedness of T, on L2 (and Lp), since 
k = 0. To deal with the singularity at the origin, one still must assume that 
K has a cancellation property. 
The boundedness of T implies that (1.4) holds (k = 0) in the bilinear 
case. The uniform boundedness is true not only for I.” but also for all Lp. 
1 < p < LG. More generally, a wider class of operators, namely, the class of 
operators with polynomial phase functions, has also been extensively 
studied (see, for example, [ 1,6, 8-101). With the bilinear form in T 
replaced by a real-valued polynomial, Ricci and Stein showed that 
for 1 < p < LG. The constant C, depends only on the total degree of the 
polynomial, not on the coefficients of the polynomial. This evidently 
implies that, when @(x, y) is a polynomial, 
holds uniformly in 1. 
But unlike the bilinear case (or the polynomial case), in general a 
smooth phase function can be infinitely flat but still not identically zero. In 
fact, an example constructed by Nagel and Wainger [4] shows that there 
exists such a @(.x, .v) for which 
LcR’ 
One of our main results in this paper is to prove the uniform Lp boun- 
dedness of T, under the assumption that the Hessian of 0 has some weak 
non-degeneracy. We state our theorem as follows. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that T, is defined as in ( 1.1 ), K is homogeneous of 
degree -n, and at every point (x,, ))O)~~~pp(~), there exists (j,, k,), 
1 GJ’,, j, G n, such that d2@/axi0$yk0 does not vanish of infinite order. Then 
the operators T, are uniformly bounded on LJ’ to itself, for 1 < p < 00. 
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As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2, we have 
COROLLARY 1. Ti. are uniformly bounded on Lp, if the phase,function @ 
is real analytic. 
If the condition “not vanishing of infinite order” is removed, the conclu- 
sion in Theorem 2 is false. 
Now we turn to the case when k = n, ,D = 0. The rank condition (1.3) 
requires that (~?*@/&x~uia~,), G j, kGn is non-singular in supp(cp), and (1.4) 
becomes 
where K is assumed to be homogeneous of degree 0. It has been known for 
a long time that (1.5) is true, if K is smooth (see [2]). The usual argument 
breaks down because of the presence of the singularity. Using a different 
method, Phong and Stein showed that (1.5) is true for @(x, y) = (Bx, y) 
(with B non-singular). But their method is not applicable for general phase 
functions, We prove in this paper that (1.5) is true for any smooth phase 
function whose Hessian is nondegenerate. The following theorem even 
allows K to be more general: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that K(x, y ) satisfies 
for 14, 181 20, and 
T,f(x) = s,ei”@‘X’J’K(x, y) cp(x, y)f(y) dv. 
If the Hessian (d2@/axjcQk) is non-singular everywhere, then we have 
II TII L2 _ L2 < Cl --n.‘2. 
For the case 0 < k<n, very little is known for operators with general 
smooth phase functions. It was proven in [S] that for the operator T in 
(1.4), which has a bilinear form of rank k as its phase function, to be 
bounded on L*, it is always sufficient to require that K has a certain can- 
cellation property on an (n-k) dimensional subspace. However, in 
general, the rank condition on the Hessian (c?~@/~x~~~v,) together with a 
cancellation property of the function K is not sufficient to guarantee that 
the uniform estimate (1.4) is true. We present an example to show why this 
is the case. 
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We prove Theorem 1 in Section 2, and Theorem 2 and its corollary in 
Section 3. The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Section 4. Finally, we discuss 
the example in Section 5. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The proof for the bilinear case in [7] cannot be extended to the general 
setting. We need a new approach. 
Proof qf’ Theorem 1. When k = n, this result is contained in a theorem 
by Phong and Stein in [7], so we may assume that k < tz. Let 4 E Cc( R’ ). 
Define 
and 
then it is clear that 
Suppose that rank(B) = r 3 k. Again we need to consider only the case 
r < n. After a possible change of variable, we may assume that 
B= 
where ,4, is an r x r non-singular matrix, B, is an r x (n - r) matrix. 
Therefore, if supp(q) is sufficiently small, there exists c0 > 0, such that 
(2.1) 
for (x, +r)~supp((~). 
Let I = (x,. . . . . x,,) E R”, x’ = (.u,, . . . . s,), x” = (.u, + , , . . . . I,,). We need the 
following. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f e L’(R’); define 
(T,,,, ,...f)(x) = jR, ei"@(X',"",-L '..f)fQ - y', *y" - y") cp(x', ,y", ?", y") 
x(1-~(~(Ix’-y’~2+~x”-~“~2)))f(y’)dy’. 
Then we have 
(2.2) 
To prove the proposition, one considers the operator T,..,,,. T-T,,,,.. and 
uses the fact that the Hessian is of the maximal rank. We omit the details. 
Now we continue our proof of Theorem 1. Observe that 
(T;f)(x’, x”) = 
s 
T,y..,,... f( ., y”)(Y) dy“. 
p-r 
Using Minkowski’s Inequality and Proposition 2.1, we get 
llT:flI L?(R”) G c It f 11 L”(R”) s ~k-r),'2 R”-’ (1 + A )t12)p.‘2 dt<CA-‘“-““2 IIf ))L+,y), 
because p > n - k. This concludes our proof of Theorem 1. 
3. PROOFOF THEOREM 2 AND ITS COROLLARY 
The basic idea of the proof is to break the operator into two parts, one 
supported near the origin, and the other away from the origin. For the 
appropriate partition, we are able to show that the second part always has 
a bounded Lp norm. Using approximation to the phase function by a 
polynomial of sufficiently high order, we can then apply the Ricci-Stein 
theorem to obtain the boundedness of the local part. 
Proof of Theorem 2. For f E L’(R”), 
( TAf )(x) = P.V. jR. e il@(-r.-L”K(x - y) cp(x, y) f(y) dy 
Clearly, we may assume that A> 1. Take a function 4I E Cz(R”), and 
d,(x) z 1 near the origin. Set 42 = 1 - ~5,. Let N be a large number which 
will be chosen later. Write the function K as 
K(x) = K:(x) + K:(x), 
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where 
and 
j= 1,2. We are going to prove that, if N is sufftciently large, then there is 
an E > 0, such that 
uniformly in i. 
To prove this, we consider the operator (TS)* T:, 
m* w-(x) = j L;.(.Y, z)f(z) dz, 
R" 
where the kernel is given by 
L;(x, :)= jRne 4@'JJ- @'J.'qQ j' - .y) K;f( J' - z) cp( ?', .y ) (p( )', 2) dy. 
By resealing we would obtain the same norm of (rf)* Ti if we were to 
replace ,5,(x, 2) by 
Let G(x, y) = V,@(x, y). For any K > 0, we apply Lemma 2.2 of [3] and 
Holder’s inequality to obtain the estimate 
> 
2;(K+2) 
x sup IG(y,x)-G(y.=)I 2”dvd= , 
I.\.1 s c IZI <c. 11.1 <c 
where ~(n, k) = 2n +~K/(K + 2). Let G,(x, J-) = (~/SX,) @(.u, y), and 
IG(y,x-G(y,z)lm2”= i IG,(y,x)-Gi(y,z)12 -I. 
( j=l > 
By compactness, we may assume that the support of cp(x, y) is very 
small, and there exists jO, k,, 1 <j,, k, dn, and S2@/ilx,,dr,, does not 
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vanish of infinite order in (I?cl ,< C, 1~~1 < C}. We claim that, for some small 
K > 0, 
sup I!” ~Gj~(?:.u)-Gjo(p,z)~~2”d~dz<~. III s c 11.1 s c. 111 <c 
To see this, let F(.u, ?I), Z) = G,,( y, x) - G,,( J’, z); we have 
l3F -= 
ZZko 
which, by our assumption, does not vanish of infinite order. We may 
choose a 2n x 2n non-singular matrix A and set 
H(x, 1; z) = F(s, (.,: z) A ), 
such that, for some integer m > 0, 
d “’ 
( > G 
H(x, 4’, z) #O 
10.0.0) 
while 
for all k < m - 1. Let )I’ = (vZ, . . . . y,). Applying the Malgrange Preparation 
theorem, we have 
H(x, y, z)=c(x, y, z)(y;2+c,,-,(x, y’, z) y;1-‘+ ... +c,(x, y’, z)) 
and c(x, Y,z)EC~(R~~),U,EC~(R~~~‘), c(O,O,O)#O. 
By continuity and a factorization, we have 
if 2~ < l/m. So we have 
Similarly, we have 
Hence 
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for some E > 0, if we pick N 3 2y(n, K)(K + 2)/ti. But one can see from the 
definition of Tf that 
II Tjll L’ -L’ d Clog 1, 
uniformly in A. Interpolating by the M. Riesz convexity theorem between 
p = 2 and p = 1 gives 
II Till u + ,.P < c-1 ?“P(,og~)rlP,~ I
for 16pd2, where p’ = p/( p - 1). This implies that 
II Till LF-LFGCp 
uniformly in I., if 1 < p d 2. The result for 2 d p < XL can be obtained by 
duality. Now we turn to the estimate for T:. First we take a function .f’ 
which is supported in a cube Q;., which is centered at J’~, and having 
sidelength i. - ‘. N, let QT be the cube with the same center as PA., but with 
sidelength 2C I”“; then we have 
SUPP( T;.Cf)) = QT. 
Using Taylor’s expansion, we may write 
@(s, y) = @(.K, .u) + PQ(X. y) + r.y(-L .L’). 
where Pa(.u. ~9) is a polynomial of degree d N, and T.~(s, .r) satisfies 
and 
We have 
,;lP1, r, Ile - ... TV, - R,(fK~)ll u,Rn, dC ll.fllLP,.y. 
On the other hand, by the RicciLStein theorem [8], we have 
IIRQ(f )ll LPI R”, 6 c, II .f II l.P, /?‘I 7 
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and C, depends only on p, N (not on 1 or Q). Therefore we obtain 
IITf(f)ll f.P,R"J~Cp Ilf lluw”,r (3.2) 
for supp(f) c Q, and 1 < p < ccj. 
For a general f E LP(R”), (3.2) follows from a decomposition of R” into 
disjoint cubes. Combining (3.2) with our previous estimates on T:, we 
have 
II Ti.f II LP d II T:f II LP + II T:f II LP d Cp II f II ,v, 
uniformly in A. The proof for Theorem 2 is now completed. 
The proof of Corollary 1 is quite simple. 
Proof of Corollary 1. By Theorem 2, we need to prove only the uniform 
boundedness of TA in the case that all ?*@/d.xjayk vanishes of infinite 
order at some point, 1 <<j, k < n. Because of the analyticity of @, we 
immediately have 
for all 1 < j, k < n. Therefore @ can be written as 
@t-u, J’) = @,(-u) + Q*(y), 
and from the usual theory of singular integrals we see that T, are uniformly 
bounded on Lp, for 1~ p < cc. 
The following is a more general form of Theorem 2 and also a 
generalization of the Ricci-Stein theorem. 
THEOREM 2’. Suppose that @,(x, y), . . . . ak(x, y) are C” functions, and 
for every aESkP’, xF= 1 gjOj(x, y ) satisfies the condition given in 
Theorem 2 (i.e., the non-vanishing of infinite order condition); for 
2 = (/I,, . . . . 1,) E Rk, define T,, 
( TA f )(x) = p.v. jKn eiz:=,V’~(-Y.~JK(x - Y) v(~, y) f( y) dy. 
Then \z,e have 
uniformly in A E Rk, for 1 < p < OS. 
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Prooj: The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2. Write 
i Aj@,(X, .v)=lrll i: o,@,(x, y). 
;= I ,=I 
where 
Following all the steps of the proof of Theorem 2. the only place where 
a modification is needed is in choosing the small positive number K, where 
an extra compactness argument for G E Sk ’ is necessary. We omit the 
details. 
Remark. It is not difficult to see that the conclusion of Theorem 2 is 
still true, if we replace the function K(x- +v) by a distribution kernel 
K(.v, ~9) which satisfies the following hypotheses: 
(i ) K is a C ’ function away from the diagonal, and the estimates 
I K(.u, y)I < A Is - y -‘I, IVK(x, >*)I <A /x-yj~“~’ 
hold. 
(ii) The operator f + j K(.u, ~).f(~l) dy extends to a bounded 
operator on L2( R”). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
As we mentioned earlier, the result of Theorem 3 for smooth K(.u, y) is 
well known. In our case K(x, y) has singularities along the diagonal. The 
key ingredient in the proof is an application of the Cotlar-Stein lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let $,EC:. and supp(t~Q,)c {.x1 I~~--cl~( < 1. 
j= 1 7 . . . . n), such that 
.; +x(-u) = 1. n 
We decompose the operator T, as 
where T, is given by 
218 
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Using integration by parts, one is able to show that 
for all integers N 2 n + 1. The same estimate holds for 
therefore, we have 
llT,T”ll <A&“(1 + lrY.-BI)“P‘? B 
Similarly one can prove the same estimate for T,*TD. 
Choosing N sufficiently large, and applying the Cotlar-Stein lemma, 
we get 
IITA ~2 - ~2 = c T, 
II II 
< c-1 -n,'2 (4.1) , 
2 L-+ L2 
Theorem 3 is proved. 
Using the ideas in [7], we can prove the following LP estimate. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that T, is defined as in ( 1.1 ), the Hessian of @ is 
non-singular, and K is homogeneous of degree -,u, then we have 
if I l/p - l/2( < pf2n (if p = n, assume further that K has the cancellation 
property). 
The proof can be achieved by first establishing a BMO estimate for T, 
and then using interpolation of the analytic family of operators. See [7]. 
5. AN UNBOUNDED OPERATOR 
In this section, we consider the estimate (1.4) when k is strictly between 
0 and n, i.e., 0 <k < n (p = n - k); T, is given as in (1.1). The result in [S] 
implies that the estimate 
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holds uniformly in i, if @(.Y, J)= B(.u, y) is a bilinear form, with 
rank(B) = k, and the function K is homogeneous of degree - (n - k) and K 
is odd (which thus has the cancellation property). However, this may 
fail when @ is not bilinear. The reason for this is clear in the following 
examples. 
As we have mentioned before, there are examples showing that, if the 
condition for some Z’@/~.Y.,~J~ not to vanish of infinite order is dropped, 
the operators in Theorem 2 may fail to be uniformly bounded, even on L’. 
The example follows from a result of A. Nagel and S. Wainger. In their 
study of the Hilbert transform along curves, Nagel and Wainger con- 
structed a smooth plane curve which is flat at the origin, and the Hilbert 
transform along this curve is unbounded on L’( R’); i.e., they found an 
odd, C X function y(t), defined on [ - 1, 11, which vanishes of infinite order 
at t = 0, such that the truncated Hilbert transform along the curve (1, T(I)) 
(H,f.)(u,.I,)=p.V.I’ .f‘(.u, -1.\,-:,(t)); 
-1 
is an unbounded operator on L’(R’). 
For I, J E R’, let @(.Y, ~1) = Y(X - J) and cp(.u. J*) = cp(s - ?I), where 
cp E C:(R’), take K(x) = l,!x, and 
then Nagel and Wainger’s result implies that 
sup II T;. II L2 _ Lz = ix’, 
iER 
so the operators T, are not uniformly bounded on L*(R’). One may note 
that the function cp(x, .r) does not have compact support in .Y and J’, but 
this is not significant. 
Now let n = 2, k = 1. We pick our phase function to be 
9(x, y) = (x, -y, )* + i’(.Y* - y2), x, .1’ E R’, 
and K(x) = x~/(x~ + .Y:). K is clearly an odd function. We have 
Let cp(.x, y) = 4(x, - yl) &x2 - y2), where q5 is in Cc and 
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Since T, are convolution operators, we can adopt the argument of Nagel 
and Wainger to give good estimates for their multipliers and prove that, for 
any A > 0, there exists a 1 such that 
II T, II Lz _ L: 2 AA - li2. 
So (1.4) does not hold in this case. This seems to be a consequence of 
the flatness of @ in one of the directions. 
We omit the details. 
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